
For more than just balloons



A little bit
of luxury



BLISSTICAL BALLOONS

Blisstical Balloons is a luxury balloon and event decorating company founded by
Hayley Roddick in April 2021. When her maternity leave ended in 2021, Hayley
wanted to explore alternative careers, where she could channel her inner
creativity whilst still embracing her time with a toddler. After investing in
numerous courses, training days and a lot of practice, Hayley found herself a
unique style combining balloons and flowers to decorate for events. Using the
most trusted brands and custom colours, Hayley aims to create bespoke designs
that reflect the individuality and specific requirements of each client, her
statement pieces are sure to make an impression on your special day. 



Bespoke to you

The Blisstical
experience



We take out the guess work!

Mock up design
service

If you would like an idea of what the end result may look like before
payment, we can provide a digital mock up image so that you can
make any changes prior to installation!



Mini Moongate
 

Half Moongate
 

Standard Moongate
 

Deluxe Moongate
 



Additional Options:

Moongates

Neon sign hire - £45
Personalised sign hire - £30

Flower arrangement hire - £35-£50

Half Moongate

Standard Moongate

Deluxe Moongate

£160
 
 

£220
 
 

£350

Includes 24 hour rental of large moongate frame, balloons over half of the frame and
optional rental of flowers incorporated throughout.

Flower arrangements, neons and personalised signs are an additional cost.

Includes 24 hour rental of large moongate frame, balloons covering the frame and optional
rental of flowers incorporated throughout.

Flower arrangements, neons and personalised signs are an additional cost.

Includes 24 hour rental of large moongate frame, 2 layers of
balloons giving a fluffy and full effect, optional rental of

flowers incorporated throughout.
Flower arrangements, neons and personalised signs are an

additional cost.

Mini Moongate    
Includes 24 hour rental of 100cm moongate frame and optional flowers incorporated

throughout. Neons or personalised signs are additional in cost and subject to size.
Note - floral arrangements will not fit on this sized moongate.

£120    





HIGHLY RECOMMEND BLISSTICAL
BALLOONS - VERY PROFESSIONAL,
5 STAR CUSTOMER SERVICE, WE
CANNOT FAULT ANYTHING AS
THEY ARE VERY EASY TO DEAL

WITH. THE END RESULTS ARE JUST
WOW AND BETTER THAN WE

EVER IMAGINED.





Sequin walls

Sourced from Solaair; suppliers to Strictly Come Dancing and an array
of celebrities, our sequin walls are of the highest quality.  Air activated

for the ultimate sparkle effect, walls are available in 3 different colours - 
Vanilla Gold, Powder Pink or Silver Mirror.

These are available to hire on their own for up to 24 hours at £150.
Available in 6ft x 6ft, 7ft x 7ft or 8ft x 8ft.

£150    

Sequin wall
packages

Are you looking for that extra WOW factor? We have 3 standard sequin
wall packages to choose from. Alternatively, if you are looking for a

statement backdrop that is a little more unique to you, we can design a
bespoke installation. For more information, submit an enquiry form on

our website.

Glitter Shimmer Shine
Package Package Package

- Rental of a 7ft x 7ft Sequin Wall
(colour of your choice)
- Organic balloon garland across 1
side (colours of your choice)
- Rental of silk or dried florals

£350    £400    £500  
- Rental of a 7ft x 7ft Sequin Wall
(colour of your choice)
- Organic balloon garland across 1
side and across the top (colours of
your choice)
- Rental of silk or dried florals

- Rental of a 7ft x 7ft Sequin Wall
(colour of your choice)
- Organic balloon arch around both
sides and across the top (colours of
your choice)
- Rental of silk or dried florals
- Rental of Neon sign

Additional Options:
Neon sign hire - £45

Personalised sign hire - £30
Flower arrangement hire - £35-£50





4ft led light
up numbers

Our 4ft light up numbers are bespoke built from MDF for Blisstical
Balloons.

We take great pride in maintaining the luxury look and feel of these,
ensuring that they are repainted, repaired and cleaned at regular

intervals.
These are only available for hire with balloon decor, we unfortunately

do not hire our light up numbers out alone.

1 Light Up Number and
Balloon Garland

2 Light Up Numbers and
Balloon Garland  

1 Light Up Number with
Balloon Wall Backdrop and
Optional Florals.

2 Light Up Numbers with
Balloon Wall Backdrop and
Optional Florals.

  

£150
 
 

£180
 
 

£300
 
 
 

£450





Bespoke
installations

Prices for bespoke installations vary dependent on number of balloons
required, size of space and additional details.

If you are looking for a balloon garland, balloon arch or a bespoke
backdrop, an enquiry form will need to be submitted so that we can
quote accurately. (These can be located on our website under the

'enquire' tab)
 

Installation starting prices can be located below:
 
 Balloon Garland

Organic Balloon Arch

Mesh Arch with Balloons

Balloon Walls

Gold Easel and Balloon Garland

  

From £120
 

From £250
 

From £160
 

From £400
 

From £150
 
 
 



Bespoke bee balloons
 

 
£ 5  E A C H



Helium

with Ribbon and Weight
 
 

Cluster of 3 Helium Latex
Balloons

Cluster of 5 Helium Latex
Balloons

Single Helium Ceiling
Balloons

Helium orbz

Helium bubble balloons

Helium numbers
 

  

£9.00
 
 

£11.00
 
 

£2.50 each
 
 

£20.00 each
 

£25.00 each
 

£12.00 each
 

with Ribbon and Weight
 
 

with Tassels
 
 

filled with Balloons, Feathers or Confetti
 

with Ribbon and Weight
 
 

Helium balloons can compliment any organic installation.
Why not add some free standing helium orbz or some table clusters to compliment your

decor?
Please note - Due to helium shortages, we only offer helium as an additional to organic

balloon decor, we do not supply this on its own.
 





Table centre
pieces

Mini Air Filled Table Garland         £40.00 each

Flower Bubbles                        From £43.99 each

Balloon Trees                                      £10.00 each

Balloons on Sticks                              £12.00 each

Air filled balloon table centre pieces have been growing in popularity in recent years. There
are many options to suit all events, styles and budgets.

If this is something that you are interested in, it is recommended that you book a phone call
consultation so different options can be discussed and priced accordingly. 

 
See some of our most popular designs below:

 



THE LEVEL OF SERVICE AND
DIGITAL MOCK UPS MADE THE

WHOLE EXPERIENCE SECOND TO
NONE. THE END RESULT MADE OUR

DAY UNFORGETTABLE. 
 

EVERYONE ASKED ABOUT THE
BALLOONS, THEY WERE A REAL

TALKING POINT! 





How to 
book

For bookings more than 6
months in advance, your date can
be reserved with a £75 deposit.

 
50% prepayment is due 6

months prior to your event or
upon booking. (If giving less than

6 months notice) This allows us
to order your bespoke materials.

 
The remaining balance is due 1

month prior to installation. If you
are booking with less than 1

months notice, full payment is
required upon booking.

 
A small delivery fee is applied to

each booking. This is reflective of
the location of your event.

Contact us for an accurate price
of this.



Mobile: 07539 434541 

Email: hayley@blisstical.co.uk

Website: www.blissticalballoons.co.uk

Facebook: Blisstical Balloons

Instagram: @blissticalballoons

 

  

Where to
find us



Impressions Social Media
The Social Media Manager for the Wedding and

Events Industry

www.impressions-media.co.uk


